Moves Like Jagger (Live Version) – Maroon 5
(Key of Bm, 130 BPM) – Revised (Live version) 5/7/12

(Recurring line: B D E B\(^8\) A F\# E D D F\# B)

I  Bass/drums on “1”; Gtr/keys line: (Bm7)-4X
“Oh, ...oh”
Add Kick: (Em7)-3X (Em7)

V1  “Just shoot for the stars, if it feels right...”
Bass out: (Bm7)-4X (Em7)-4X

V2  “You wanted control so we waited...”
Add bass: (Bm7)-4X (Em7)-4X

C  “Take me by the tongue and I’ll know you...”
Disco groove: [(Bm7)-4X (Em7)-4X]-2X

V3  “Maybe it’s hard when you feel like...”
Kick: (Bm7)-4X (Em7)-3X (Em7)

V4  “Oh, so get in the car, you can ride it...”
(Bm7)-4X Drums build: (Em7)-4X

C  (same)- Disco groove “Take me by the tongue and...”

V5  “You wanna know how to make me smile...”
B/D (Bass & drums on “1”): (Bm7)-4X (Em7)-4X

V6  “So watch and learn, I won’t show you twice...”
All: (Bm7)-4X (Em7)-4X

Fill (Bm7, tacet) “...and it goes like this”

C  (same)- Disco groove “Take me by the tongue and...”

Outro (Line: B D E B\(^8\) A F\# E D)
(Em7)- “Moo-ooves ...like Jagger”